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I I taslc in the Middle East is to acknow
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of Israel's air defense capability. Wi

' few planes at her disposal we invite a
to maintaining the balance of power in the Middle

calculation on the part of the Egyptiai
I lSTt. Soviet forces leading them to believe tha

M " it many Senators share my concern
could eliminate the Israeli Air Force

1 that doubts about the stability the balance factor in Israers defense and thereby re
in that troubled part of the world could give the events of June 1967
rise to a renewal of the conflict between the

Itks is against this background, Mr.Pres
Arab states and Israel. In

that wih to introduce my amendment
"aa "aZc ucc,i ""M "ncdl& pending appropriations bill. It is a s

by President Sadat of of attackEgypt an against amendment that merely gives effect to a
Israeli territory. These threats, however

clearly laid down by an overwhelming ma

flamboyant and irresponsible, carry with them
the Senateof in upholding, by a vote

the danger that loose talk of andinvasions war
7 theto necessary authority under whic

B set m motion a train of events only partially appropriation is here offered.
rs controlled, with consequences that are tragic Mr president, last September we vc

DF in the extreme. Looking back it is difficult
provide the authority to enable the Pre

to understand how could have chosenj Egypt to
t0 supply credits Israei in such an

sIG mobilize for war in June of 1967. Thus we ,s be necessarv rn nrrwide irrra
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Should take little comfort from the optimistic otner equipment essentials maintain the bala
view that because a renewal of war in the

jn tne Middle East
Middle East looks foolish to us it must Just fewa days a 78 Senators joinec
necessarily look foolish to those who would

Senate Resolution 177 calling u

initiate it I for one view the prospect of
the President to make Phantom aircraft avaiL

an outbreak of hostilities in the Middle East
to Israel

with the most activated concern. Tne PreSident has the authority he nee
There is a consensus among experts in these He nas a mandate from the Senate to exen

matters that a repetition of the 1967 war wopld that authority by making Phantoms availa- not end as it did then, in a matter of days and making them available now. All tha- perhaps not even in a matter of weeks.
required is an appropriation, and my amendn

n discussions here and during my visit to
today is nothing 0e tnan the necessary

Israel I was made that Ipainfully aware the
propriation. It would make available

. next unlike the could becomewar, last, a war
in military credits nalf of whicn
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could lose lives, and in which the danger that 87 Senators authorized and that 78 Senai

to world peace would increase beyond anything urged be made available at once,
e we have known in recent years. No one can -
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President- I wish to point out
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can responsibly dismiss lightly the rhetoric rAhe
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t that brings conflict closer. I contains the authority for an appropria

y I am convinced that at this moment the ?f $3 milli?n for military credits for Isr
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I Another Jewish leader, Rabbi Edward T.
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pews finish the sentence in their own wayHH Jewish feeling when he reaffirmed American "We serve warning on" was another lin

I Jewry's continued commitment to liberalism and
which was to be concluded in the pews no

if social justice, but declared his unwillingness from the pulpit.
K to become Involved with such concerns at the
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urged nis people to continu.

V expense of American Jewry. The statement
preaching through the rest of the year. "Yo
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B segments of Jewish leadership are willing to
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authority contained in Section 501 of
take to help bring a measure of stability to

Defense Procurement Act of 1970 is allit the troubled Middle East is to make plain
d our determination that we will not prejudice Jf requcired- Seflon 501, by agreement

it Israel's conference,, is still in force
ability to deter by further denying

remains in force until September, 1972.
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Moreover, Mr President, the $300
out? Can withanyone say certainty that the
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Phantom aircraft AND other essentthat, no matter what happens in the Middle
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ability to provide for an adequate defense with
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